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ADJECTIVE

pre·cise
[prÉ™ËˆsÄ«s]

marked by exactness and accuracy of expression or detail.
"precise directions" · [more]
synonyms: exact · accurate · correct · error-free · pinpoint · specific · detailed ·
explicit · clear-cut · unambiguous · meticulous · close · strict · definite · [more]

(of a person) exact, accurate, and careful about details.
"the director was precise with his camera positions"
synonyms: meticulous · careful · exact · scrupulous · punctilious · conscientious ·
particular · exacting · methodical · strict · rigorous · [more]

used to emphasize that one is referring to an exact and particular thing.
"at that precise moment the car stopped"
synonyms: exact · particular · very · specific · actual · distinct
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Precise | Definition of Precise by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/precise
precise adds to exact an emphasis on sharpness of definition or delimitation. precise
calibration nice stresses great precision and delicacy of adjustment or discrimination.

Precise | Define Precise at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/precise
being exactly that and neither more nor less: a precise temperature; a precise amount.
being just that and no other: the precise dress she had wanted. definite or exact in â€¦

Precise - definition of precise by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/precise
But identity is a precise conception, and no word, in ordinary speech, stands for anything
precise. But when we become precise, our remembering becomes different from that of
ordinary life, and if we forget this we shall go wrong in the analysis of ordinary memory.

Precision | Definition of Precision by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/precision
Definition of precision 1: the quality or state of being precise: exactness 2 a: the
degree of refinement with which an operation is performed or a measurement stated â€”
compare accuracy 2b

Precise definition and meaning | Collins English Dictionary
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/precise
At that precise moment I felt sorry for him and didn't want to hurt him. The precise
location of the wreck was discovered in 1988. He was not clear on the precise nature of
his mission. We will never know the precise details of his death ...

Accuracy and precision - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Accuracy_and_precision
The precision of a measurement system, related to reproducibility and repeatability, is the
degree to which repeated measurements under unchanged conditions show the same
results. Although the two words precision and accuracy can be synonymous in colloquial
use, they are deliberately contrasted in the context of the scientific method.

Common definition · ISO definition (ISO 5725) · In binary classification

Precise legal definition of precise - Legal Dictionary
https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/precise
Definition of precise in the Legal Dictionary - by Free online English dictionary and
encyclopedia. What is precise? Meaning of precise as a legal term. What does precise
mean in law? What is precise? Meaning of precise as a legal term. What does precise
â€¦

Precise - Definition for English-Language Learners from ...
www.learnersdictionary.com/definition/precise
Definition of precise written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster
Learner's Dictionary with audio pronunciations, usage examples, and â€¦

Precise Synonyms, Precise Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
www.thesaurus.com/browse/precise
Synonyms for precise at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for precise.

Accuracy and Precision
https://projects.ncsu.edu/labwrite/Experimental Design...
Accuracy and Precision: Accuracy refers to the closeness of a measured value to a
standard or known value. For example, if in lab you obtain a weight measurement of 3.2
kg for a given substance, but the actual or known weight is 10 kg, then your
measurement is not accurate.

precise adjective - Definition, pictures, pronunciation ...
https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/precise
Definition of precise adjective in Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. Meaning,
pronunciation, picture, example sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms and more.
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